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NOTES:
HISTORICAL SKETCH

The Dunbar Court apartment building made up of 43 units was constructed around 1923 and is located at 1022 Dr. Martin Luther King St. (formerly West Street), Indianapolis, IN 46202. At the time of processing these images, Dunbar Court is still in operation as an apartment complex.

Sources:
R.L. Polk & Co.’s Indianapolis City Directory, 1922; 1924

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

This collection contains two photographs. The first photograph is an exterior shot of the Dunbar Court apartment building under construction. Some of the workers can be seen in the windows and an advertisement for the building is shown out front listing that the apartments will be ready on August 15th as well as the amenities, including steam heat, gas ranges, and electric lights. The second photograph shows the workers lined up outside of the building, many holding tools such as saws, wrenches, and hammers.
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